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NOTE: This ISBN includes Audio CD of 4 pages and does not include Paperback bookThis

four-story collection includes:Dragon of the Red DawnMerlin the magician will not eat or sleep or

speak to anyone in Camelot. What can be done? The enchantress Morgan knows who to ask for

help: young Jack and Annie of Frog Creek, Pennsylvania! Monday with a Mad GeniusThey know

they have to search for one of the four secrets of happiness to help Merlin the magician find joy in

his life again. And so they head off in the magic tree house for Florence, Italy, in the early 1500s to

spend the day with one of the greatest artists and inventors of all timeâ€“Leonardo da Vinci!Dark

Day in the Deep SeaJack and Annie have to find one of the four secrets of happiness to help save

Merlin the magician. But when the magic tree house whisks them off to a misty island in the middle

of nowhere, they wonder how they will find anything. As the fog lifts, they see a huge three-masted

shipâ€“could it be a pirate ship?Eve of the Emperor PenguinJack and Annie continue their quest for

the secrets of happinessâ€“secrets they need to save Merlin. This time, the Magic Tree House takes

them to the one continent they havenâ€™t visited before: Antarctica! What can they hope to learn

about happiness in such a barren place? Only the penguins know for sure . . . Jack and Annie are

about to find out!
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I have been reading the Magic Tree House books to my 6 year old granddaughter for a couple of

years now, and she loves everyone of them!! With the exception of the newest one about Abe

Lincoln, we've read and she owns all the rest of these wonderful books. The CD's I purchased by

accident, thinking they were the books, but I'm glad she has them. When she's at home and her

Mom doesn't have time to read to her, she can listen to the recording and read along in her books! I

highly recommend all the books and CD's too!!!

As an adult, I'm good for one read-through of any of the Magic Tree House books. But I can't

imagine re-reading the same books over and over again as my niece and nephew so desperately

want from me! Thankfully, the audio productions are high quality. We read the books together when

my niece and nephew visit and then I'll usually buy the CDs as gifts for them.This set contains my

niece's favorite in the series so far, Eve of the Emperor Penguin. My niece and nephew (ages 5 and

7) absolutely adore Jack and Annie. I have read almost the entire series to them over the years, and

lately they've started requesting the audiobooks as well. If the number of times they've listened to

the CDs is any indication, they seem to enjoy the audiobooks as much as they do the "real"

versions! (And I enjoy only having to read the books aloud once...)

we all love this series. We listen to them in the car all the time. My 7yr old loves to follow with the

chapter book. My 9 yr old still finds them interesting and my 3 yr old loves to listen to it. Great

stories!

I didn't realize they were audio books originally but when I did I realized they were perfect for my

3,4,and 7 year old. We borrowed the actual books from the library for two of them and used them as

read a long stories. This was great for my 7 year old to strengthen her reading skills. We all loved

the stories and finding out the secrets of happiness.

As a teacher, I have used this series of books in the classroom for years. I have class sets of many

of them. Combining the book with the cd gives students the opportunity to hear the story as the

author intended, because Mary Pope Osborne actually reads them. It also encourages reading by

allowing students who are not quite at that level to enjoy them as well.

I use The Magic Tree House CD's to help my son fall asleep and reamain in his room throughout

the night. It has worked for me for the past 4 years!!!!!



If your kids enjoy the Magic Treehouse series they will like this book. If they are not into this

storyline then don't waste your time or money!

received 3 Mary Pope Osborne books from BurgerKing a year ago. Started playing them out of

curiosity about November or so. such a success I had to find other books and order whatever I

could find in story book cds. they are fantastic. My niece, just turned 6 years old, loves to listen on

the way to kindergarten. I was so surprised as to what she retains from these readings. We now

have the entire Tree House Collection. Will probably have to try the Odyssey or Greek audio books

by Osborne as well.wonderful, wonderful. thanks Mary Pope Osborne.
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